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What was the nature of the Late Hesperian climate? Warm and wet
or cold and dry? Formulated this way the question leads to an appar-
ent paradox since both options seem implausible. A warm and wet
climate would have produced extensive fluvial erosion but few valley
networks have been observed at the age of late Hesperian. A cold
and dry climate would have kept any northern ocean frozen most of
the time. But this would prevent tsunami formation, for which there
is some evidence. Here, we provide new insights from numerical cli-
mate simulations in agreement with surface geological features to
demonstrate that the Martian climate could have been both cold and
wet. Using an advanced General Circulation Model (GCM), we demon-
strate that an ocean can be stable, even if the Martian mean surface
temperature is lower than 0◦C. Rainfall is moderate near the shore-
lines and in the ocean. The southern plateau is mostly covered by ice
with a mean temperature below 0◦C. This climate is achieved with a 1
bar CO2 dominated atmosphere with 10% H2. Under this scenario 3
Ga, the geologic evidence of a shoreline and tsunami deposits along
the ocean/land dichotomy are compatible with ice sheets and glacial
valleys in the southern highlands.
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The possibility of a late Martian ocean is a topic of debate1

with strong implications on the habitability of the Red2

Planet (1). A review of this controversy has been proposed3

recently (2). There is evidence of Martian paleo-shorelines4

(3) in Deuteronilus Mensae (sometimes noted contact No 2)5

in a geometry close to the current equipotential height (4).6

The Deuteronilus shoreline seems to be formed during the7

last stage of the true polar wander induced by Tharsis (5). A8

northern ocean is also supported by specific radar properties9

(6), smooth surface roughness (7) and by a fractal analysis of10

the topography (8). Crater counting datation of the Vastitas11

Borealis Formation near Deuteronilus Mensae is 3.5 Ga (9) but12

the ocean can be more recent. Detailed studies in Kasei Valles13

imply that such an ocean rose in elevation (∼ 1000 m) between14

ca. 3.6 Ga and 3.2 Ga (10). Along this shoreline, tsunami15

deposits have been identified at an age of 3 Ga (11, 12) with at16

least two impact events. The Lomonosov crater morphology17

is coherent with an impact in shallow water, at the very same18

age of the tsunami deposits (13) and is thus the most probable19

source.20

The stability of an ocean in a warm and wet scenario,21

even transient, at 3 Ga has been questioned since intense and22

widespread rainfall in such a scenario is not consistent with23

few observed dendritic valley networks from this time (14, 15).24

In previous work, a cold and wet Mars seemed impossible since25

the long term stability of an ocean (open or ice covered) in26

such a scenario has never been achieved by a 3D-GCM (14–19).27

Nevertheless, liquid brines are possible in this case but only28

with significant anti-freezing properties (20).29

Cool and wet scenarios in the case of a faint young sun (in 30

the Noachian-Hesperian boundary at 3.6 Ga) demonstrated 31

that the ocean freezes for pressure below 1 bar and still predict 32

intense rainfall when average temperature is higher than 0◦C 33

(21). An investigation with 2D simulations for early Mars 34

argues for warm and semi-arid early Mars (22) but stresses 35

the need for a coupled ocean/atmosphere model. 36

3D climate model 37

We present fully coupled ocean/atmosphere 3-D General Circu- 38

lation Model simulations based on ROCKE-3D (23, hereafter 39

R3D), which is based upon a parent Earth Climate Model 40

known as ModelE2 (24). R3D allows us to estimate the inter- 41

action between atmosphere/ocean circulation but also encom- 42

passes a surface hydrological scheme. We assume the solar 43

luminosity to be ∼ 79% (25) of its current value (1360.67 44

W.m−2), hence at 3 Ga, the flux at Mars was set to 452.8 45

W.m−2. The total water budget is 150 m GEL to fill the ocean 46

basin in the north and Hellas. The ocean model has 13 layers 47

to a hypothetical depth of 4647m. The ocean bathymetry 48

is determined by the topography. In Hellas basin the ocean 49

depth reaches 3194m (level 12 of 13) while in the northern 50

ocean it is 1294m (level 10 of 13). A detailed description of 51

the ocean is documented in (23). The sea ice is interactive and 52

is determined by the salinity and corresponding freezing point 53

of water and is again documented in (23). The salinity was set 54

to modern Earth ocean values given the lack of constraints for 55

ancient Mars, but R3D is capable of a range of salinities (26). 56

In addition, the glacier mass must be added but the thickness 57

of glacier cannot be constraint by our model. In any case, the 58

water budget must be compatible with D/H measurements 59

that implies 100-300 m GEL in the Hesperian (27, 28). 60

Four sets of numerical simulations were performed for 61

0◦, 20◦, 40◦, 60◦ obliquity, with 1 bar atmospheric pressure 62

(15, 29). For 20% H2 in a CO2 dominated atmosphere the 63
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greenhouse effect is efficient enough to warm the entire planet,64

as expected (21). The average surface temperature is always65

greater than 10◦C with a stable ocean (Northern ocean and66

Hellas basin sea) and intense rainfall, corresponding to the67

warm and wet scenario (30). For 10% H2 the globally aver-68

aged surface temperature is below 0◦C but the Northern ocean69

surface temperature remains surprisingly around 6◦C and is70

thus stable from freezing. The source of H2 may be volcanic or71

serpentinization, but such large concentration is not expected72

for more than My (31–33). The lower limit of H2 necessary to73

stabilize the ocean will be matter of a future investigation.74

Figure 1 shows the simulated surface fields averaged over75

10 Martian years for H2=10% and obliquity 40◦. Interestingly76

this climate changes only slightly with obliquity (See Sup.77

Mat.). The major effect of water, ice and snow dependence78

on incidence angles are included (See Materials and Methods).79

The relatively modest effect of obliquity is due to the 1 bar80

atmospheric engine that redistribute more efficiently the heat81

than at present-day 6 mbar.82

Despite an average temperature below 0◦C, the ocean re-83

mains above freezing due to its circulation, low altitude and84

low albedo. The effect of circulation is a regional warming85

in the Northern region of 2.5◦C (see Sup Mat. Figure 10).86

Figure 2 top shows the horizontal heat flux contributing to87

the ocean stabilization. Streamlines show the effect of ocean88

gyres transporting heat poleward, as expected for fast-rotating89

planet (34). Figure 2 bottom presents the surface tempera-90

ture increase due to the active circulation of the ocean, as a91

function of latitude. At 0◦ obliquity, the increase is 0.5◦C in92

average on the full planet but up to 2.5◦C in the Northern93

polar ocean region. At 40◦ obliquity, the increase is 2.0◦C in94

average but up to 2.5◦C in the Northern region.95

On land, there is a clear boundary at the 0◦C isotherm96

which corresponds approximately to the Martian dichotomy.97

The altitude of the boundary varies from -700 to -3000 meters98

for obliquity from 0◦ to 60◦.99

In the high altitude domain, commonly referred to as the100

“icy highlands", the surface is mostly frozen and snow pre-101

cipitation is dominant. The extensive accumulation of snow102

in the highlands can lead to the formation of significant ice103

sheets that may flow down to the Northern ocean and Hellas104

basin ocean. Our current model is not able to simulate details105

regarding the glacier flow, but only a global mass flux from106

land to the ocean. Glacial processes such as accumulation107

(snow compaction), flow (path, erosion), and ablation (direct108

melting, fluvio-glacial river) are thus not included. Never-109

theless, the global mass flux (see Materials and Methods) is110

estimated around 3 × 1015 kg.y−1 and seems to be very robust111

to obliquity changes and H2 content. For comparison, this flux112

is currently 1 to 5 × 1014 kg.y−1 on the Earth (35). Given the113

relative sizes of the planetary bodies, our value is relatively114

high.115

In the lowest altitude domain, called the “wet lowlands",116

rain, evaporation and surface runoff are in a cycle with the117

ocean. Wet lowlands represent a minor surface fraction (22%118

at 40◦ obliquity) of the planet for H2=10% (see Fig. 3).119

The rain occurs mainly over the ocean (65% of the total120

rain), and the ocean evaporation is 60% compensated by rain.121

The snow precipitation over icy highlands is intense but 80%122

compensated by high sublimation rates. Our climate model123

differs from the “icy highlands model" (17) since the ocean is124

stable. 125

From these results, one can describe a cold and wet climatic 126

regime (see Fig. 3 bottom) with significant glacier return flow 127

from cold highlands back to the ocean and moderate surface 128

runoff near the shoreline. 129

Comparison to geological evidence 130

The proposed scenario is in agreement with a long term sta- 131

bility of the ocean, with the paleo-shoreline and tsunami 132

deposits. In addition, this climatic regime is in agreement 133

with independent geological evidence concerning fluvial and 134

glacial processes. Figure 3 plots the major geological features 135

of similar late Hesperian/early Amazonian age. 136

Contrary to the Noachian epoch, the modest appearance 137

and development of dendritic valleys (rainfall related) during 138

the late Hesperian/early Amazonian has been tied to major 139

changes in climate. Several valleys at 2.9 Ga have been identi- 140

fied in the North of Alba Patera with a substantial temporal 141

peak in the drainage density (36), located in the dichotomy 142

boundary, in agreement with large rainfall predicted by our 143

model (see Fig. 1). In addition a relatively high density net- 144

work has been located in the South of Hellas basin (37). Along 145

the highland/lowland boundary (northwestern Arabia Terra 146

and in Deuteronilus Mensae regions) some aligned channels 147

are observed displaying streamlined islands of Hesperian age 148

of possible marine (11) or fluvial origin (38). The wet lowlands 149

have been significantly covered by more recent Amazonian 150

processes (including volcanic resurfacing) (38), erasing most 151

of the geological features of this age available at the surface. 152

Global extensive ice sheets have been proposed in the South- 153

ern hemisphere. Some deposits in the region of Malea Planum 154

(Pityusa Patera) are possible remnants of an extensive polar 155

ice sheet emplaced during the Hesperian period (39, 40). In 156

addition, a 3 Ga old polythermal ice sheet should had covered 157

the entire basin of Isidis Planitia with a maximum thickness 158

of 4.9 km (41, 42). Since this basin is right nearby the 0◦C 159

isotherm, a glacier could have flowed from the accumulation 160

zone in the highlands down to the ablation zone in Isidis, as 161

mapped by Jöns (43). 162

Reull Vallis is a 1500 km long U-shaped valley post-dating 163

the Hesperian ridged plains with a long and complex history 164

(44). It has been carved by glacial flow along the channel 165

during a younger resurfacing episode of late Hesperian-early 166

Amazonian age (45). With a length of ∼ 3000 km, ∼ 500 167

km width, and a depth of ∼ 3 km, Kasei Valles is the largest 168

outflow channel on Mars. Flooding activity occurred mostly 169

at the Hesperian between 3.6 and 3.8 Ga, with continuing 170

activity possible to 2.5 ± 1 Ga. (46). The morphology of 171

Kasei Valles region is consistent with an origin by ice with 172

a striking analogy to Alaskan glaciers (47) and Antarctic ice 173

streams (48). A glacial interpretation of the Kasei Valles 174

outflow was also proposed to explain the presence of scour 175

features, tunnel valleys and esker forms (49). Ares Vallis is a 176

1500 km long Hesperian outflow channel displaying multiple 177

catastrophic flooding events. Its floor shows geomorphological 178

evidence of ice-covered flooding (50) and glacial erosion (51) 179

with subsequent thermokarst degradation (52). The presence 180

of thermokarst lakes formed after flooding (52, 53) supports a 181

hypothesis of the thawing of ground ice during the Hesperian 182

(i.e., 3.6–3.0 Ga). In addition, evidence of past glaciations (be- 183

tween 1.4 Ga to 3.5 Ga) was reported within Valles Marineris. 184
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Fig. 1. 3D GCM
output at 40◦ obliquity
and H2=10% for the
rain precipitation, snow
and ice fraction at
the surface, snowfall,
sea/ground surface
temperature. Black
contour lines represent
surface elevation level
(-2000, 0, 2000 and
8000 meters) and the
red contour line is the
paleo-shoreline (-3900
meters).
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Fig. 2. (top) REPLACE: with plot of netht_osurf in ANN0310-0319.aijPM01C3.nc
(zero obliq) or ANN0310-0319.aijPM03C3.nc (40 obliq) However, please multiple
the values by -1 and call it Net Heat Out of Ocean. Igor thinks this is a better
term and will give us red at the poles, not blue (the default in panoply). Also
use even values on the color bar. This should appease reviewer comment on
divergence. Horizontal surface heat flux transported by the ocean for 40◦ obliquity
and H2=10%. Streamlines, represented with arrows, show the gyres mainly going
poleward and stabilizing the ocean. For a slab ocean model, this flux is null. Black
contour lines represent surface elevation level and the red contour line is the paleo-
shoreline. (bottom) Latitudinal profile of the temperature increase (Tcirculating -
Tslab) due to the circulating ocean. In the slab case, the ocean is assumed stratified
but non circulating.

Morphological evidence shows that extensive subglacial erosion 185

of the lower parts of Valles Marineris wallslopes, together with 186

sackung deformations by deglaciation of the upper wallslopes 187

occurred (54, 55). Finally, one has to note that the extensive 188

outflow channels are contemporaneous to the ocean. An ocean 189

at the Hesperian is also compatible with the timing of peak 190

outflow channel activities (56, 57). Outflows probably formed 191

by aquifer disruption (58) or glacial erosion (47, 51). More 192

abundant signs of glaciation in the icy highlands may have 193

been prevented by less erosive cold-based glaciers (59) and 194

by post-dating Amazonian processes, such as volcanic events 195

(38). 196

One also has to remind the arguments that must face the 197

stable ocean scenario. First, the interpretation and location 198

of the paleoshoreline itself is matter of controversy (60, 61). 199

Some studies claimed that the putative shorelines are mutually 200

inconsistent (62) but it mainly concerns Contact 1 (Arabia 201

potential shoreline), not Contact 2 (younger Deuteronilus 202

shoreline) that we actually using in our study. Second, miner- 203

alogical data seems inconsistent with an Late Hesparian ocean 204

(63, 64). In particular, mineralogy from impact crater exca- 205

vated terrains (65) and clays occurence in central peaks (66) 206

are more consistent with a volcanic origin. But a widespread 207

sedimentary rock has been identified in the Northern plains 208

of Mars (67). Last, there is a lack of observed carbonates 209

at the surface, that imply that the ocean was acidic. But 210

acidic ocean seems unfavorable in presence of mafic rocks (68). 211

Scenarios alternative to ocean have been proposed implying 212

lava flows (69) or ice-related processes (56, 70). In addition, 213

crater’s ejecta has been proposed as an alternative to tsunami 214

deposits for form the thumbprint terrains (29). 215

Our results demonstrate that a cold and wet climate could 216

have been stable and coherent with geomorphologic evidence. 217

Using fully coupled atmosphere / dynamic ocean modeling, we 218

show that the ocean’s circulation warm regionally the surface 219

by 2.5◦C. In these conditions, ocean is stable even for a global 220

mean planetary temperature below 0◦C. This Martian climate 221

is similar to the one on the Earth with an active water cycle 222

at the same age of the early stage of Life’s appearance. Future 223

work should encompass careful analysis of this stability domain 224

Schmidt et al. PNAS | September 24, 2021 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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Fig. 3. Proposed scenario of cold and wet climate at the Hesperian age (3 Ga). (top)
Map of the climatic zones at 40◦ obliquity: ocean, wet lowlands and icy highlands,
separated respectively by -3900 m and the 0◦C isotherm (-1990 m). The topography
is modern topography without the North Polar Layered Deposits. Geological evidence
of past glaciers with possible paths indicating return flow to the oceans are highlighted.
Geological evidence of high drainage density valley networks 3 Ga is rare but noted
above. (bottom) Simplified scheme of the hydrological cycle using box modeling.
Fluxes in parenthesis have units of 1015 kg.y−1.

and its application to the past Martian climate, especially in 225

the Noachian epoch. In addition, we hope that this work will 226

stimulate more precise ice sheet simulations on Mars at global 227

scale, in comparison with detailed photo-geomorphological 228

studies. Further in situ analysis of the ocean boundary, for 229

instance by the Zhurong rover, should confirm the shoreline 230

and tsunami deposits interpretation. 231

Data Archival. Model runs output will be available 232

here:https://portal.nccs.nasa.gov/GISS_modelE/ROCKE-3D/ 233

publication-supplements/ 234

Materials and Methods 235

236

3D-GCM. The 3-D General Circulation Model (3D-GCM) simulations 237

performed herein utilize ROCKE-3D (23), which is based upon a 238

parent Earth Climate Model known as ModelE2 (24). ModelE2 239

has been used for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 240

Phase 5 (CMIP5). ROCKE-3D has a number of extensions in 241

areas relative to non-Earth terrestrial worlds (23). In particular 242

ROCKE-3D utilizes a separate and highly flexible radiative transfer 243

scheme known as SOCRATES (71, 72) that allows for non-Earth 244

atmospheric gas constituents and abundances which are outside 245

the capabilities of the native ModelE2 scheme. ROCKE-3D also 246

extends the ModelE2 calendaring system and allows for worlds with 247

different rotational and orbital parameters. In this project we use 248

4◦ × 5◦ horizontal resolution for all components. The atmosphere 249

has 40 layers with upper boundary at 10−4 of the surface pressure 250

and the ocean has 13 layers. The major components exchange data 251

at 1850 s time step, though they use shorter time steps internally. 252

We assume the solar luminosity to be ∼ 79% (25) of its current value 253

(1360.67 W m−2) following (73), hence at 3 Ga, the flux at Mars 254

was set to 452.8 W m−2. For this work we rely upon CO2+H2 CIA 255

tables from (33). Although recent work (74) has demonstrated the 256

possibility that (33) may overestimate the warming provided in their 257

CO2+H2 CIA calculations (confirmed by (75)). At the same time 258

the ROCKE-3D SOCRATES CO2 absorption is underestimated 259

and they tend to cancel each other out in experiments conducted 260

in (76). 261

H2 provides a powerful greenhouse component in combination 262

with CO2 as a background gas, but other gas combinations involving 263

CH4 or H2S may have an equivalent radiative effect even if the 264

motivation for their use is lacking. Recent measurements of collision 265

induced absorption of CO1 and CH4 shows that this possibility is 266

not favored (74). We run simulations with 10% and 20% H2 in a 267

CO2 dominated atmosphere at 1 bar surface pressure to simulate the 268

climate at 3 Ga, as in (15). We run simulations with 0◦, 20◦, 40◦, 269

60◦ obliquity, since this orbital parameter can have large excursions 270

from the mean value in the past (77, 78). 271

Short description about cloud modeling (radiatively ac- 272

tive/passive, H2O, CO2 ?, precipitation, snow/ice fraction) 273

The surface radiative properties are described in (79). The 274

spectral and solar zenith angle dependence of ocean albedo is based 275

on calculations of Fresnel reflection from wave surface distributions 276

as a function of wind velocity (80). The effects of foam on ocean 277

albedo are also included (81). In addition, ROCKE-3D also includes 278

the dependance of the cosine of the zenith angle for snow both on 279

the ocean ice and on the land (82). 280

OGCM. The ocean model assumes Earth’s values of salinity (35 PSU) 281

and included XXX processes (sea ice, salinity change due to fresh 282

water incorporation by surface runoff, precipitation and sea ice). 283

The spatial resolution is XXX vertical and XXX vertical. The time 284

step is XXX. Initialization as liquid. 285

Topography is assumed to be identical to present time (except 286

the cap that are removed). According to topography analysis, the 287

Late Hesperian stage of the paleoshoreline is coherent with current 288

altitude, i.e.: without correction of the True Polar Wander due to 289

Tharsis (4, 5, 83, 84). The ocean shoreline is set to -3900 meters 290

in all runs. This gives an ocean surface fraction of ∼16% which is 291

small in comparison to Earth at ∼ 71%. The ocean is also shallower 292

4 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Schmidt et al.
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than the mean depth for Earth. For this reason the time to bring293

our ancient Mars model ocean and atmosphere into equilibrium294

is much shorter (∼ 100s of years) than would be the case for an295

Earth like ocean (∼ 1000s of years). We assume this equilibrium296

has been reached when the net radiative balance (the difference297

between incoming and outgoing fluxes) is less than 0.2 W m−2.298

Model runs typically require 300 martian years to reach equilibrium.299

All outputs are averaged over 10 Martian years, after radiative300

equilibrium. All quantities are expressed in Earth year, noted “y".301

When referring about time before present, we used the Earth year302

ago, noted “a".303

Hydrological cycle. In addition to ocean and atmospheric modeling,304

the model encompasses a surface scheme to simulate the hydro-305

logical cycle, including a surface runoff scheme. It is challenging306

to couple glaciers in GCM simulations due to their much longer307

time-scales (∼104−5 years) versus the typical timescales modeled308

in 3-D GCM simulations (∼103). In CMIP studies ice sheets are309

normally calculated off-line and incorporated into GCM simulations310

at different epochs (85). Here we propose a first order simulation311

: when snow accumulation reaches 1.9 m H2O equivalent (∼ 6.5m312

snow), the extra-water ice content is instantaneously moved back313

to the ocean. This strategy has been used to model Earth climate,314

for instance the last glacial maximum on Earth, 21,000 years ago315

(86). The threshold at 1.9 meter is artificial but various test have316

demonstrated that the final results do not depend on this parame-317

ter. This scheme allows one to simulate a static representation of318

this cold and wet climate. Due to this glacier simulation scheme,319

the surface ice height is not meaningful. Instead, we focus on the320

snow/ice fraction inside the grid cell and the mass balance. At the321

surface temperatures found in our results (> 250K), the ice can322

easily flow on Mars (87–89)323

Box modeling. The complex 3D climate system is summarized by324

box modeling. We divided the surface into 3 zones : icy highlands,325

wet lowlands and ocean, delimited respectively by the mean altitude326

of the 0◦C isotherm and -3900 m. For each surface box, but also for327

the atmosphere and the ocean, we compute the sum of all incoming328

and outgoing fluxes of water, including snow/rain precipitation,329

evaporation, surface runoff and simplified glacier return flow (See330

Sup. Mat. sections 1.2 and 1.3). The porous soil is initiated with331

fully saturated liquid water that is adjusted according to climatic332

conditions during the course of the simulation. The timescale for333

this process to reach equilibrium is possibly much longer (∼ 1000s of334

years). Since we are not interested in this process, we estimate and335

remove this source of water flux in our box modeling. The hydrolog-336

ical cycle is in balance by assumption, but there are unaccounted for337

fluxes at <= 5% due to incomplete GCM diagnostics, from salinity338

changes and numerical rounding. Supplementary material presents339

the mass fluxes of all model runs.340
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